
4: Probability Review Questions and Exercises -
Review Questions 

1. Define "probability." £°1~ ~c."~ Ct-~"\Jl.-i: tl4i Ft.ci~\l~c"I \tol 1.(),-s ~ ~"'1 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

What is a random variable? A "Ml 'T\UI., T~~ C>flt V~W6'S OE"P~t>\144 o...i ~l\l'lC:.£ 
What are the two distinct types of random variables? 'blsc~~e. 1 Co"',,~IJ~~~ 
What is a discrete random variable? t\M ~-./ T~"t ,~~e:s. 0..-4 ,._ f,~ ,"l"i SCT or Poss 1e:ii.c O\J"r'C.~tt\tS 
What is a continuous random variable? 1'"1 1'2.~ w,~ lilt& IMt=,~1T1r C.l)t4To.lUIJIW\ or Pb~\~!.£ OIJ'T'CortltS 

What is a binomial random variable? '1141 O>.t~, of sPJeC.~St-15 IN h fM~4:'l'l~""" @)o-31t..ao-.i~\ i~~'-
. \,._(~ \Nl 't\o\ 811>.Cl'IIT f 

What does pmf stand for? f>b&M.,1\o\T"f l"\111.t.S ~"'C."'l'UhJ 

What is a pmf? A:S=,ic • ..a~ A pP.()flf\,1L.1l'f fo,:.. ~6i Po~Slt,\..,t 0\IT(ott'I( ~fl It. l)\$<.IU'tl ~~ '/Nt, 
Binomial pmfs have two parameters. Name these. F'\ ~ p 

10. What does the symbol X represent in this statement x-b(n,p)? What does the symbol ~ present? ,1 

What does n represent? What does p represent? X,e 'T>'I F..'lj n ( p , l>"l.""'"":.O ''l),~Tt\.lllfl"£t> *'' 
11. What is a Bernoulli trial? A 31\l~Le. -m.•11.\. IIJff\.% Oo.lL.1 1wo PoS51ti1.1 OV\"'t<:> N\~ 

12. What does X represent in the statement Pr(X = x)? What does x represent? ~""Oolt\ \/,-..'t )< , \1111.'-\J• ,r: 
13. How do you read the statement? "Pr(X = x)" Tl,\E. Plt.o~t..".:> 11., T"( '-"'"'1:>o V'I\ v,..,e- TA\L.E'S or-l 

1
" 'l/1\1..\JE of -x . 

14. How do you read the statement? "X-b(n,p)" l'-6\..a.QoC\'\ '1""-Cl. X 1~ a,~.,...,~'1't"£b A'S A s,...io ti\\ 1\1.. WiTI-( 
15. Pr(X~x) represents the CIJm\JLt..,.111£ probabilityofx. p~"""""E"tS W"\; r, 
16. Probabilities can be no less than _Q_ and no more than 1. f" • 

17. The probability of all possible outcomes for a random variable sum exactly to _ l _. 
18. What does it mean to say that two events are disjoint? l"\IJ"t',Jlt.1,,1,. 'I E1'<.1..1J ~ 1'-IE: 

19. lftwo events are disjoint, then Pr(A U B) = .Pr(~) + Pr (e) . 
20. What is the complement of an event? E.'lN"t ~ ~"ltP~1tJ ~ 
21. Pr(A) = 1- p,(.~) 
22. What does AUC stand for? ~1'c~ IJl-1~~ (.\)\t.\lE: 
23. The AUC in a pmf and pdf graph is equal to the Pll.OB ~ei \ 1-IT'( of those occurrences. 
24. Probabilities for discrete random variables are assigned via pmfs. Probabilities for continuous 

random variables are assigned via pc:ii ~-
25. What does pdf stand for? Pk !1'1\!)11, .. \T'( t>~S1"( fV!olC. "'ttO .J 
26. Normal pdfs have two parameters. Name these. µ.. ~ er 
27. Normal pdfs are centered on A . 
28. The spread of a normal pdf is c~ntrolled by its L 
29. What is an inflection point? C:::MhJ~& 1tol SI..Or£ 
30. Normal curves have inflection points that are one (j above and below µ. 
31. How many different normal pdfs are there? d) 

32. i>'l% of the AUC. for_a nprmal c~'v't within µ ± o; 'b% is within µ ± 2o; 9'1, 7% is withinµ± 3o. 
33. The total AUC _ tJE::.. P,..."' ,pdfisums exactly to _!_. 

34. The AUC between any two points on a normal pdf corresponds to the P~e»~fl 1\..1Tj ofvalues 
within that range. 

35. The AUC to the left of a point on a normal pdf corresponds to the (IJM\J '-f\i'NE probability of 
that value. 
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Exercises 

1iJ.1 Tay-Sachs. Tay-Sachs is a metabolic disorder that is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. Both 
recessive alleles are necessary for expression of the disease. Therefore, when each parent is a carrier, 
there is a 1 in 4 chance of transmitting the genetic disorder to each offspring. 

(A) Let X represent the number of offspring affected in 4 consecutive conceptions from Tay-Sachs carrier 
parents. Is X a binomial random variable? Explain your response. Use notation to express the pmf for 
random variable X. x~ b('t, .J-5) 
(B) Complete this table for the binomial pmf for thisµ ariable. (Use the app.) 

X Pr(X = x) Pr(X s; x) 

0 . 31Co <-\ . 3l<cii 
1 • ..f?.. I q :138:, 
2 .210'[ . q'-/qi. 
3 ,Oi(,9 . qqf, I 
4 .0 03'1 ,.0000 

(C) What is the probability the couple has n ing with the Tay-Sachs trait in the 4 pregnancies? • 3U,4' 
(D) What is the probability the couple ha at least one ffspring with the Tay-Sachs trait? l-. '31~= .~83~ 

o ~ E. oil- l"\Olt-E: 1 ;J.2 Breast cancer. The lifetime risk of developing breast cancer in women is 1 in 10. Let X represent the 
number of women in a group of 21 women who ultimately develop breast cancer. 

(A) Use notation to express this binomial pmf. X"' b ( 2 \ 1 , I) 
(B) Build the first part of the pmf by filling in this table. 

X Pr(X = x) Pr(X :s; x) 

0 . 10<1'-I ,;oqJ..(-
1 . 25S3 .3fo;../1 
2 _2.8'3'1 . 6'-18'1 
3 .{ q q~ ,g'-180 
4 .oqC/8 . q17-g 
5 , O 31'1 _q3s6 
6 .Ql/2.. .CfCI lo 7-
7 .002.'1 ,q q q + 
8 .oooS- ,qqqq 
9 ,000/ /,0000 
10 0.0000 1.0000 

etc. ... etc. etc. 

21 0.0000 1.0000 

(C) What is the probability of no (O) cases among the 21 women? o IOq'f 
(D) What is the probability of seeing 5 or fewer cases? . q 8 .S-b 
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~ -3 Gestation. Assume that gestation in humans is normally distributed with a mean of 280 days after 
the last menstrual period with a standard deviation of 13 days. 

(A) Create a sketch of the normal curve depicting this pdf. Mark the horizontal axis with values (days) 
that are one standard deviation above and below the mean. Locate the points of inflection on the curve 
as accurately as possible. St£ ~E\.OW 
(B) Use the 68-95-99.7 rule to determine the middle 68% ~ gestation p~ iodt.' What percent of~ alues _ 
will fall below this range? ,«.::t:(1"' =%.80 ~\'3 ==(~E>1 J 1 '13 fr-(X ~ 2,,1J':t lb °lo g : , --
1 C) Use the 68-95-99. 7 rule to determine the mid die 95% of gestation P. riods.-What .percent ofova lues "'8"4f '1'1. 1 
will fall above this range? -, # t.ur:: :go±.,..,, -..(lS'iJ 3~ Q) lb,&. 

'----7>2• Sfo ~'i 6~-'l~-qq.? f?:vL!. . -
1/,4 Tall man. A man who is 6'7" tall {79 inches) is actually only 13% taller than a man who is 5'10" (70 

inches). So why does the man who is 6'7" appear so tall? Let us assume that men's height is normally 
distributed with a mean of 70 inches and standard deviation of 3 inches. 

(A) Use notation to express the pdf of men's height. )("-> rJ (qo) 3) 
(B) If selecting a man at random from the population, what is \ he probability of encountering a man that 
is 5'10" or taller? (Use the normal pdf app.) P~'f,>, 10) #' .'!, 
(C) What is the probability of encountering a ma~ that is 6'7" or taller? p.,.. ("'/. l" 7q) ~ , OOll'3 
(D) How does rarity affect our perception of height? a,-.t.il: 'E"-f ~T~ A'-'t. QIJ rte. 5vPR.lSIN & ~ 

'' I 

,'-
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j.s Warriors. The probability that the 2016 Warriors basketball team wins a 'ame on a~y given night is 
90%. Consider 10 consecutive games. (Use the app in each instance.) )( "-l ;> (. IOJ • <t; 
(A) In playing the 10 games, what is the probability the warriors win all 10? Pr-()(~ \0) :: . 3"f 8~ 
(B) What is the probability they lose 1 or more? P.- (X ~ q) = , G,Sl 3 
(C) What is the probability they lose exactly 1 game (i.e., win 9 out of 10)? Pr (')(&er)= . !8~ 'f 

~ .6 Linda's omelet. Linda hears a story on National Public Radio stating that one in six eggs in the United ) 
States are contaminated with Salmonella. If Salmonella contamination occurs randomly within and 'I, Nb (3~ Y~ 
between egg cartons and Linda makes a three-egg omelet, what is the probability that her omelet will 1" 
contain at least one Salmonella-contaminated egg? (Hint: Use proper notation to denote the binomial , (bE1 "f 
pmf describing the number of contaminated eggs in the omelet and then determine Pr(X:::: 1).) 

Pr- (X~ t) : l - Pr()( :-o) =- I - .S18' -= • "I 2..l'f 
~f 1 Low IQ. A death row inmate in the state of Illinois has a Wechsler adult intelligence score of 51. 

Recall that Wechsler adult intelligence scores are normally distributed with a mean of 100 and standard 
deviation of 15. What p~ centa~e of adults have score of less than or equal to 51? (Use the app.) 

X"' N (too, ,s; 1.- ()( 6S'1) :. . oooS" 
+/ s BMI. Body mass index is weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared. This provides a 

height adjusted index of body weight by which to judge whether an individual is underweight, 
overweight, or obese. Suppose a community survey finds that the mean BM ls of women between the 
ages of 40 and 49 is approximately normally d~tributed with a mean of 26 and standard deviation of 5. t<N N (i..<o, SJ 
(A) Draw the pdf curve. Include the landmarks forµ (26) and µ±a (w~h the values forµ± a) o~ ~ 
horizontal axis of the curve. 

(B) Below are the standards for weight status based on BMI cutoffs. If I selected someone at rando~ 
1 .14 3 f 

from this population, what is probability they'd be overweight? (Use the app in each instance.) 

BMI 

Below 18.5 

18.5 - 24.9 

25.0 - 29.9 

30.0 and Above 

Weight Status 

Underweight 

Normal or Healthy Weight 

Overweight 

Obese 

Pr()(~ 2.s) :- .5=l<t ~ 
So..-,E' ~'t-.)S:,~5 1t-J~"1\.PR£ttl) 

""''4~ ~ELJ,,.l E'\~~ l e,.n ~ 
\? r ( 2,5{. ;( < .3..t·i') = . 3 " I b 

~:\' 

(C) What is the probability a person selected from this population is obese? Pr(~~ 30): . '2.\\C\ 
(D) What is the probability they are underweight? f> ,- ( 'f. ~ \ S,.S') = . 0 ~~8 
(E) What is the probability they are in the normal or healthy range? 

Pr (.,t,S'~ ><~ 2~.'\) = .!'I~ I 
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